ERTMS Corridor route comparison

This document consists of a rough comparative overview of different corridors (both study-based and operational) in relation to the six ERTMS Corridors. The route of ERTMS corridors is based on the ERIM network.

Comparison is made with TEN-T Priority axes, RNE corridors, CER Business Cases for a Primary European Rail Freight Network, and TREND.

The purpose of the document is to provide a comparison which visually illustrates similarities and difference in the corridor routes.

In some cases available information was vague and so the degree of detail varies slightly.

Legend

- **Ljubljana**: ERTMS Corridor node
- **Antwerpen**: Node not on the ERTMS corridor in comparison
- **Genova**: ERTMS Corridor node which is planned on the comparative corridor
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**Link**

-------------------

**Planned link**
ERTMS Corridor C

Antwerpen
  - Namur
  - Athus
  - Longuyon
    - Lerouville
    - Nancy
      - Metz
        - Strasbourg
          - Chalindrey
          - Dijon
            - Macon
              - Amberieu
              - Lyon

Priority Projects 2, 24, 28

Antwerpen
  - London
    - Brussels
      - Lille
      - Paris
    - Liege
    - Athus
      - Longuyon
        - Metz
        - Strasbourg
          - Basel
            - Dole
            - Macon
            - Lyon
            - Novara
              - Milano
                - Genova
            - Novara
              - Milano
                - Genova
ERTMS Corridor D

Priority projects 3, 6
ERTMS Corridor D

- Valencia
- Barcelona
- Figueras
- Perpignan
- Avignon
- Marseille
- Lyon
  - Torino
  - Milano
  - Venezia
  - Koper
  - Ljubljana
  - Hodos
  - Budapest

CER D +- 

- Lyon
  - Torino
  - Milano
  - Venezia
  - Koper
  - Ljubljana
  - Hodos
  - Budapest
  - Sopron
  - Szombathely
  - Zahony

17
ERTMS Corridor E

- Dresden
- Prague
- Kolin
- Brno
- Breclav
- Vienna
- Bratislava
- Györ
- Budapest
- Curtici
- Bucharest
- Constanta

Priority project 22

- Dresden
- Prague
- Kolin
- Brno
- Breclav
- Vienna
- Bratislava
- Györ
- Budapest
- Curtici
- Bucharest
- Constanta
- Nürnberg
- Linz
- Athens
- Sofia
- Bucharest
- Constanta
ERTMS Corridor E

Dresden
Prague
Kolin
Brno
Breclav
Vienna
Bratislava
Györ
Budapest
Curtici
Bucharest
Constanta

TREND Corridor C (west branch)

Dresden
Prague
Kolin
Brno
Breclav
Vienna
Bratislava
Györ
Budapest
Curtici
Bucharest
Constanta

Bremen
Hannover
Dimitrovgrad
Istanbul

Bremen
Hannover
Dimitrovgrad
Istanbul